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, At the request of the President's Commission, teD 
a 

co Inspector J. R. Halley of the General Investigative Division, “~T- 
Inspector L. J. Gauthier of the Administrative Division and * 
Special Agent Lyndal L, Shaneyfelt of the Laboratory on 4/21/64 wefe at the Commission for a review of the Zapruder film of the - Zo TF 
assassination. Purpose.of this review was to determine from ~*~. 

fle Governor and Mrs, John/Connally, who were present, whether or : if7" not it could Be established at what point in the film the ™ 
_.—.... Governor was shot. The following individuals were also present: —...- 
EP tema ot THE foMeon tag fpaiviaus 21s0 present: —- 
—- Dr. Gregory and Dr. Shaw who examined Governor Connally . 

- at Parkland Hospital in Dallas -- 
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Dr. F. vA Light, Jr., and Dr. A, G. Olivier fron the “3 
Wound Assessment and Wound Ballistics Department of | a con Edgewood Arsenal Dead hoe pe 

Dr. Joseph’ Dolce, consultant to the Biophysics Division, 
of Edgewood Arsenal Mma Ne ; 
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a . - It is noted that representatives of the Secret Service . 
Ton . who have attended past reviews were not present. _ 

    

The principal fact brought out by the Governor and 
{ Mrs, Connally was their selection of a portion of the film where 

| “he has been hit"; however, they could not pin point the exact - 
.j frame of the motion picture film where the bullet struck. The 

* | portion of the sequence they selected is only one-fourth to 
one-half second after the approximate point where the President oo 
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~ 1 - Mr. Belmont TT oem oe 
“ 1 - Hr. Rosen (Mr. Malley Room 5710) se a, 

1 - Mr. Sullivan (Mr, Lenihan’ Room 645 RB) @ Af e7 AN! 
I - Mr. Mohr (Lir. Gauthier Room 331 OPO) ° he 
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was believed to have been shot at the base of the neck. 
Allowing for variations in reaction times, this lends support 
to the theory that one bullet passed through the President's 
neck, the Governor's chest, hit in the Governor's leg and 

_, lodged in his clothing. . 

, Both the Governor and Birs. Connally stated that they . 
heard the first shot and the second shot was the one that hit Fy; 
the Governor, however, neither of them saw the President between — ", 
the first and-third shots or can state that the President was 
actually hit by the first shot, 

— RECOMMENDATION: .- None, . For information ODLY 6 oe ne eee nee 

   


